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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention relates in general to the monitoring of digital multi-program transmissions. More particularly,

it relates to monitoring multiplexed packet data streams consisting of digitally encoded video, audio, and data.

Advances in video and audio compression technology, integrated circuit technology, and the communications infra-

structure have resulted in a new multiplexed broadcast format for efficient delivery of high quality video and audio pro-

gramming to consumers, as well as the delivery of useful data services. In particular, the advent of high power
10 communication satellites in combination with the multiplexed broadcast format have allowed over 100 channels of dig-

ital video to be transmitted directly to a viewers home.
For example, digital video information in a multiplexed broadcast format may be transmitted in identifiable groups

of bytes or packets. The digital video byte stream is chopped up and packaged into fixed-length packets. The packets
from several different video sources can be rapidly assembled together (i.e., multiplexed) onto a single carrier fre-

75 quency. All packets from a single source form a program or service channel. A single carrier frequency can thus receive

and transmit a multiplexed packet stream comprising a number of different video program channels.

In a direct broadcast satellite (DBS) transmission system, for example, a typical high-power satellite transponder is

capable of transmitting a single earner signal containing four five-action television channels or up to eight recorded film

channels. A modern satellite can carry dozens of transponders to provide over 100 video channels. Each transponder
so downlinks its multiplexed or multi-program packet stream to a receiver which resolves the multiplexed packet stream

into the original video data channels for display. Similar digital multi-program transmission systems are planned for use
in other networks, such as cable networks, compute' networks, fiber optic networks and the like.

The broadcast and transmission of packetized data, however, requires new monitoring equipment. For example,
ordinary broadcast television can typically be monitored by in-studio personnel simply viewing the live broadcast With

25 the number of program channels available and high bit rates utilized for digital video transmission, a more sophisticated

test system is required. The multiplexed nature of the transmission format does not allow direct access to a particular

channel in order to monitor the signal. In-studio monitoring of the broadcast picture of over 100 video channels would
also require a targe staff of personnel.

Furthermore, the forward error correction (FEC) supplied with the transmitted signal corrects and hides signal

30 errors until they reach a level serious enough to cause the received video picture to freeze* or the complete loss of the

transmitted picture. Visual monitoring of the video picture therefore provides little warning of a degrading signal condi-

tion before a catastrophic failure of picture quality.

The troubleshooting and isolation of faults in the multiplexed transmission system is also more difficult because of

the complex nature of the high-speed digital architecture. The digital transmission system performs the digital conver-
35 sion, compression, encryption, packetizing, multiplexing and transmission of a large number of signals from various

sources at extremely high bit rates. High-speed electronic circuits are required to packetize the digital data and supply

the necessary transport control information. At high bit transfer rates, timing errors between circuits may cause packets
in the packet stream to be lost The high data rates and digital nature of the packetized signal, however, makes such
errors undetectable to the unassisted human eye. All of the video signals are digitally compressed, encrypted, and

40 packetized so that the video signal cannot be viewed to assist in the troubleshooting of faults. The video picture can only

be viewed after the digital signal is depacketized, unencrypted, decompressed, and displayed at the receiver.

The packetized transport architecture of the digital multiplexed transmission system also adds a layer of complexity

to the system. The packetized transport architecture requires transport system control information to insure proper de-

packetization of the packet stream by the receiver. Errors in the transport system control information may cause the

45 receiver to fail to properly reconstruct the digital data stream.

Accordingly, there is a need for an instrument that can monitor and verify the integrity of the packet stream of digital

signals transmitted by a digital multiplexed satellite communication system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
50

«- the present invention relates to a packet stream analyzer for digital packet data streams. The packet stream ana-
lyzer first accesses service information about the various channels earned in a muHi-program packet data stream. This

service information is contained in service information or "program guide" packets within the multi-program packet
stream. The service information/|program guide channel preferably contains the basic information needed by a receiver

55 to identify and locate a desired service channel within the multi-program packet stream. The service information

includes identification and location of all transmitted program and service channels, assignment of user channel num-
bers, channel names and logos, identification of individual program names, air times, descriptions, rating information

and the Eke, system time, identification and location of other control streams, and other similar functions.

For example, a DBS television system may transmit program guide packets containing information about the differ-
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errt video, audio, and data channels carried by its multi-program packet data stream. The packet stream analyzer re«ads

the header of each packet and identifies the program guide or master program guide (MPG) packets. The MPG con-
tains information about the various channels available in the multi-program packet stream. The packet stream analyzer
verifies the packets and channels listed by the MPG against the packets and channels present in the packet stream.

s In another embodiment of the invention, the packet stream analyzer may also verify the integrity of the packet
stream according to information in the header of each packet. For example, each packet header may contain up to three
8-bit bytes which maintain the proper sequencing of packets and identifies the contents of the packet: The packet
stream analyzer uses the header information to verify the contents and sequencing of packets.

The various packets, channels, and transponders in the packet stream are displayed to provide an electronic pro-
10 gram guide of the packet data stream. The results of the verification tests can also be displayed to enable a user to mon-

itor the packet stream.

The preferred embodiment of the invention includes a tuner, a demodulator, inverse forward error correction logic

(FEC 1
), and analyzer logic for monitoring and verifying the digital packet stream. The tuner, demodulator and FEC" 1

recover the transmitted packet data stream. The analyzer logic performs the monitoring and verification functions on the
is packet stream. Preferably, the analyzer logic processes packets in real-time The analyzer logic preferably consists of

a dedicated logic processor or gate array. Preferably, a user display is provided to display results and accept user input.

The packet stream analyzer thus allows a user to display and monitor the status of the multiplexed packet data
stream. The packet stream analyzer performs verification tests and displays any errors. A user can detect errors in the
packet stream by monitoring the status display for results which indicate a problem. The types of errors and the status

20 provided by the packet stream analyzer provides the user insights which may lead to the identification of faults in the
multiplexed broadcasting system.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exem-
plary and explanatory and are intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed. The invention,
together with the further objects and intended advantages, will best be understood by reference to the following detailed

25 description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a digital satellite system capable of using the present invention.

30 Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the packet processing of the uplink signal processing system of Fig. 1

.

Fig. 3 shows a digital packet and the digital packet stream transmitted by the uplink signal processing system of
Fig 2.

Fig. 4 shows the transponder layout of two satellites which can be used on the system of Fig. i .

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the packet stream analyzer.

35 Fig. 6 shows a flow diagram for a monitor and verify function of the device of Fig. 5;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Referring now to the drawings. Fig. 1 illustrates a digital satellite system 20 capable of utilizing the present inven-
40 tion. The system 20 preferably includes a ground-based uplink facility 21 , a space segment 22 including satellites 23a,

23b and a ground-based receiver 24. Although the described embodiment relates to a digital satellite video transmis-
sion system, rt should be understood that the packet analyzer may be used to monitor terrestrial cable or other multi-

program data streams.

Ground-based uplink facility 21 gathers programming information via incoming satellite 25, terrestrial fiber optic
45 paths 26, or pre-recorded programming stored on tape 27. The programming information typically consists of video or

audio data.

Incoming satellite 25 and ftoer optic National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) format television signals 26
are digitized and converted to a 270 Mbps serial digital video data stream 28. Pre-recorded materials 27 are reviewed
for quality and transferred to a standard recording format for storage until broadcast time. The standard recording fbr-

so mat material is also digitized onto a 270 Mbps serial video stream 28 at broadcast time. Audio material is likewise main-
tained and transmitted in a suitable digital format 29.

As seen in Fig. 2, the digital video 28 and audio signals 29 are routed to the Uplink Signal Processing System
(USPS) 30 for video compression 31 . encryption 32. and multiplexing 33 with control data 35. The 270 Mbps digital data
streams 28 are compressed 31 into a 3.5-7.5 Mbps digital compressed video data stream 28a using a MPEG-2 type

55 compression scheme. Depending on the video content, the MPEG-2 type compression allows a possfcle 36:1 to 70:1
data compression. The compressed video signal 28a is encrypted by logic 32 to prevent unauthorized access to the
signal. Audio signals are similarly compressed 39 but not ordinarily encrypted, but could be encrypted. The processed
video and audio data streams 28b, 29b are packetized and multiplexed along with a number of network control data
streams 35 into a single packet stream 38. Control information is preferably not encrypted. Packetizing breaks up the
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data streams 28a, 29a, 35 into fixed-length blocks or packets. Multiplexing combines packets from the different data
streams 28a, 29a, 35 into a mufti-program packet data stream 38. The packet stream 38 is provided with forward error

correction (FEC) 36 to correct transmission errors at the receiver.

As shown in Fig. 3, the multiplexed packet stream 38 contains data in groups of bytes or packets 50. In a preferred

5 embodiment, each fixed-length packet 50 contains over 100 bytes of eight bits per byte. The first several bytes of a
packet 50 preferably comprise a packet header 51. The packet header 51 contains bits 53 identifying the packet type
and additional address bits 52 identifying the service being carried by the packet. All packets with the same address or
service channel ID form a program or service channel. The packet header 51 may also include information which aids
in packet framing, indicates whether or not the packet is encrypted, and identifies the type of service being carried by

w the packet (video, audio, data or control). The header 51 may also include a continuity counter 54 which increments for

successive packets with the same service channel ID.

The remaining bytes of the packet 50 comprise the data or the payload 56. The payload bytes 56 can contain any
type of information. Preferably, payload 56 contains user services (video, audio, or data) or system control information,
For example, in a typical system, the payload bytes 56 of a basic video service packet contains MPEG-2 compressed

is digital video data 57. Alternatively, the payload 56 may contain digitally encoded audio data 58 sampled at a 48 KHz
rate, or the 44.1 KHz compact digital disc format. The payload 56 can also carry system control information 59. In addi-
tion, a number of bytes (not shown) may be added to packet 50 for forward error-correction. To provide greater error

correction and a more robust signal, a large number of FEC bytes may be added. The addition of FEC bytes, however,
reduces the data rate of the packet stream. Preferably two packet stream data rates are used. 30.3 Mbps or 23.6 Mbps.

20 With the multiplexed packet scheme, a single 30.3 Mbps multi-program packet stream 38 is capable of carrying up
to four television channels or up to eight recorded film channels, several audio channels and system control information.

Up to 32 (or more) multi-program packet streams 38 may be provided to deliver over 1 00 channels of video. Each of the
32 packet streams has a service information or Master Program Guide (MPG) channel which identifies the different

video 57. audio 58, and control stream packets 59 present in the packet stream. The MPG 59a lists the available chan-
25 nels by service channel ID and the programming associated with each service channel ID. The MPG 59a may also con-

tain system information such as network configuration data and other system parameters.
MPG packets 59a are sent periodically, preferably every second.
Each of the 32 multi-program packet streams 38 are quadrature phase-shift key (QPSK) modulated onto a carrier

frequency with a symbd rate of 20 Mega symbols/sec, to provide a total bit rate of 40 Mbps. The 40 Mbps carrier is

30 upconverted in frequency to one of 32 assigned uplink frequencies between 1 7.3 to 1 7.8 GHz. The signals are uplinked
to a satellite 23.

As shown in Fig. 4, the satellites 23a, 23b are ordinarily a geostationary satellite such as a HUGHES® HS-601™
spacecraft. Satellites 23a, 23b are preferably two geostationary satellites located in very close geostationary orbits.

Each satellite preferably has 1 6 high-power (1 20 watt) transponders 40. Each transponder 40 operates at one of the 32
35 uplink frequencies between 1 7.3 to 1 7.8 to receive one of the 32 uplinked signals. A transponder 40 receives one of the

uplinked carrier signals and converts it to one of 32 assigned downlink frequencies between 12.2 to 12.7 GHz.
Referring again to Fig. 1 , the downlinked signals are captured at ground-based receiver 24 by antenna 60 and

focused to a feed 61 . The feed 61 converts the focused signals to an electrical signal which is amplified and down-con-
verted in frequency by a low noise block down converter (LNB) (not shown). The LNB down-converts the signals to 32

40 carrier frequencies between 950 MHz to 1450 MHz. The amplified and down-converted signals are transmitted via

coaxial cable 62 to the packet stream analyzer 63.

As seen in Fig. 5, the packet stream analyzer 63 preferably comprises a tuner 64, a demodulator 65, inverse for-

ward-error-correction logic 66 (FEC 1

), analyzer logic 68 and an interface computer 70. Tuner 64 tunes to one of the 32
carrier signals within the 950 to 1450 MHz frequency range! Demodulator 65 demodulates a selected carrier into a cDg-

45 ital packet stream. Inverse forward error-correction (FEC* 1
) logic 66 using circuitry or software is provided to apply the

FEC bits to correct transmission bit errors. The tuning, demodulating, and FEC' 1 may be performed using conventional
techniques, as are well known in the art.

After the FEC 1
is performed, the originally transmitted packet stream 38 (Fig. 3) is recovered.

Analyzer logic 68 provides circuitry and software to monitor and verify the integrity of the received packet stream
so 38. The packet stream 38 is also available at uplink facility 21 (Fig. 1). The packet stream can therefore also be ana-

lyzed at trie uplink. Testing the received packet stream at ground-based receiver 24, however, allows end-to-end mon-
itoring of the operation of trie satellite delivery system including the modulators at the uplink transmitter 21 , the satellite

and the performance of the forward error-correction. Testing the received packet stream also allows testing at a location

remote from the uplink fadfity. Accordingly, it is preferred that the integrity of the packet stream 38 is monitored after it

55 has been transmitted and received.

As shown in Fig. 5, analyzer logic 68 preferably includes an input buffer 68a for storing packets from the packet
stream to be monitored. Analyzer logic 68 preferably includes a dedicated digital signal processor 68b to analyze the
packet stream in real-time, as packets arrive. At the 30.3 Mbps data rate, about 30,000 packets arrive every second,
which translates to a packet arriving every 34 msecs. A dedicated signal processor such as a Texas Instruments

4
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TMS320C30 running at 20 MHz, for example, can be programmed according to the desired functions to process pack-
ets within the 34 msecs window. One skilled in the art will recognize that other logic or signal processors or other equiv-
alent forms of logic such as a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
may be used to implement the analyzer logic 68.

5 The interface computer 70 displays the monitoring and verification results. The interface computer 70 may run high-
level user interface software and act as a host machine for the analyzer logic 68. The interface computer 70 may be any
device capable of accepting input and displaying results to a user. For example, a general purpose computer such as
any IBM compatible personal computer, an Apple computer, or more powerful workstation computer may be used. In

addition, a dedicated packet stream analyzer with integrated tuning, demodulating, FEC" 1
, analyzer logic and user dis-

10 play hardware may also be constructed by combining the tuner 64, demodulator 65, FEC" 1
, analyzer logic 68 and inter-

face computer 70 into a single unit. The integrated unit is preferably ruggedized to enable transportable operation.
Analyzer logic 68 preferably performs four types of functions on the packet stream: monitoring, verification, debug

and statistics keeping.

The monitor function looks at the flow of packets and displays the service channel IDs and channels available in

is the packet stream 38. For example, the monitor function preferably reads the packet header 51 of each packet to iden-
tify the packet's service channel ID. MPG packets 59a containing information about the various channels in the multi-
program packet stream preferably have a service channel ID number of 1. The MPG 59a preferably lists the service
channel IDs in the packet stream, the channel number of each service channel ID, and the programming carried by
each service channel ID. The monitor function identifies each service channel ID, the associated channel number, and

20 the available programming. For example, packets with service channel ID number 10 may be program channel 200
which carries ESPN. Packets with service channel ID number 20 may be channel 201 which carries C-SPAN. The mon-
itor function may display the MPG information on the interface computer 70 to serve as an electronic program guide to

,
the packets and channels present in the packet stream.

In addition to the above channel parameters, the MPG 59a may also contain overall network parameters such as
25 daylight savings time changeovers. rating system information, etc. The monitor function may also display this type of

information.

The verify function tests the packet headers 51 and MPG packets 59a to confirm the integrity of the packet stream
38. For example, the verify function tests the semantics and sequencing of the packet stream. Each packet header 51
may contain information regarding the content and sequencing of packets. The packet stream analyzer verifies the

30 packet header 51 information against the contents of the packets. Any errors or violations are detected, flagged and dis-
played on the interface computer 70.

The debug function allows a user to store particular packets. The statistics function maintains statistics to track of.

the status of the packet streams. Preferably, analyser logic 68 performs the monitor, verify, debug and statistics func-
tions simultaneously.

35 The four basic functions of analyzer logic 68, monitor, verify, debug, and statistics, are preferably utilized in one of
two modes, dwell mode (single transponder monitoring) or scan mode (multiple transponder monitoring).

As shown in Fig. 6, the dwell mode, analyzes a single packet stream 38 broadcast from a single satellite trans-
ponder 40. For example, the dwell mode monitors the packet stream 38 by reading packet headers 51 (Fig. 3) and iden-
tifying 81 each packet MPG packets are verified 82 as being present in the packet stream. The MPG syntax and

40 information is also verified 83 as correct. In addition, the packet stream is verified according to information in the MPG..
For example, the packet stream is checked to verify 84 that no two successive packets have the same service channel
ID number, and that jail service channel IDs present in the packet stream are listed 85 in the MPG. Detected errors may
be identified and recorded.

The dwell mode also preferably monitors the data rate of each channel. The data rate of the overall packet stream
45 is preferably either 30.3 Mbps or 23.6 Mbps. The data rate of any particular channel is calculated from the number of

packets with that particular service channel ID that are present in the data stream, For example, rf one-half of the pack-
ets in a 30.3 Mbps packet stream have the same service channel ID, the data rate of the channel is 30.3 Mbps/2 or
15.15 Mbps. If one-tenth of the packets in a 30.3 Mbps packet stream have the same service channel ID, the data rate
of the channel is 30.3 Mbps/10 or 3.03 Mbps. The dwell mode statistics function maintains and displays the data rate

so for each service channel ID.

The debug function allows the recording and storing of selected packets in memory. Preferably, the debug function
also allows the user to program and select the types of faults the user wishes to capture and store, similar to software
debug utilities well known to those skilled in the art. The user may view the stored packets at a later time to review and
identify faults.

55 One skilled in the art will recognize that any of the verification tests may be omitted. Of course, other tests on the
packet stream are possible For example, the analyzer logic can be programmed to verify that the continuity counter 54
of successive packets with the same service channel ID 52 are sequentially numbered. In addition, all service channel
IDs listed by the MPG can be verified as being found in the packet stream, rt should be understood that those stated in

the art can program the analyzer logic 68 to omit or add verification functions as desired.

5
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The interface computer displays 89 all the service channel IDs found in the packet stream along with the each serv-

ice channel ID channel number (SCID), name and type of each channel (video, audio, etc) and its data rate. The 1st is

preferably displayed electronically on the display monitor of the interface computer 70 (Fig. 5) and continuously

updated. Table 1 shows a typical display.

TABLE 1

w

15

20

TRANSPONDER 04 SERVICE CHANNEL IDs

FOUND:

. SCID CHANNEL NAME RATE

00 NULL 0.03

01 MPG 0.10

10 200-v ESPN 7.80

11 200-a1 ESPN 0.12

12 200-a2 ESPN 0.13

20 201-v C-SPAN 3.50

21 201 -a1 C-SPAN 0.25

SCIDs PRESENT: 00. 01. 10. 1 1. 12. 20, 21, 30. 31

ABSENT SCIDs: -none-
UNEXPECTED SCIDs: -none-
ERRORS: -none--

As seen in Table 1 , the transponder number (04) of the monitored packet stream is identified at the top of the dis-

30 play. Below the transponder number, a table listing each SCID and information about the SCID is displayed. Such infor-

mation may include the channel number, name and channel data rate. For example, SCID 10 in Table 1 is channel 200-

v carrying ESPN at a data rate of 7.80 Mbps. The *V" designates that SCID 10 is a video channel. SCIDs 1 1 and 12 are

two audio channels, 200-a1 and 200-a2, associated, with channel 200-v. Because the number of SCIDs on the trans-

ponder may exceed what can be displayed on one screen, the list of SCIDs may be scrolled up or down.
35 Below the SCID table in Table 1 . SCIDs PRESENT displays a list of all SCIDs in the packet stream. ABSENT SCIDs

Lists SCIDs which are identified by the MPG but not found in the packet stream. UNEXPECTED SCIDs lists the SCIDs
found in the packet stream which are not listed in the MPG. Ordinarily, ABSENT SCIDs and UNEXPECTED SCIDs are

not present. Any errors found by verification tests can also be listed under ERRORS.
The scan mode allows the automatic cycling of the monitor and verification functions among various satellite trans-

40 ponders 40. The scan mode loops through all or a number of satellite transponders 40 (Fig. 4) to monitor and verify the

packet stream of each transponder 40. The scan mode tunes to a transponder 40 and performs the monrtoring, verify-

ing, statistics and debug functions. The monitor, verify, debug, and statistics functions performed by the scan mode are

similar to the functions performed by the dwell mode (Fig. 6). After the functions are performed on one transponder,

another transponder is tuned and the functions are performed on the next transponder. The scan mode thus allows

45 sequential monitoring of all satellite transponders 40.

The present invention enables an operator to monitor a digital multi-program data stream. The status of the multi-

plexed digital signals may be viewed and errors identified to the operator. Each packet stream is verified and any errors

are reported. The data rate of each SCID channel is maintained and displayed. The troubleshooting of faults is aided

by the identification of failing channels by SCID number. The equipment associated with a fafling SCID can thus be
so identified and repaired.

Accordingly the packet stream analyzer monitors and verifies the proper packetizing and multiplexing of the packet

stream.

Of course, it should be understood that a wide range of changes and modifications can be made to the preferred

embodiment described above. Other alternate embodiments of the invention may utilize different tuning, demodulating.

55 or FEC* 1
functions. Other verification tests and display modes are also within the scope of the invention descrfred

herein. It is therefore intended that the foregoing detailed description be regarded as illustrative rather than limiting and
that h be understood that it is the following claims, including an equivalents, which are intended to define the scope of

this invention.

6
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Claims

1. A method for monitoring a multiplexed data stream (38) comprising the steps of:

5 reading in a service information packet (50) from said data stream (38); and
verifying said data stream (38) according to said service information.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of verifying includes verifying a data rate for the data stream (38).

w 3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of displaying verification results to a display terminal (70).

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of maintaining statistics of data rates for said data stream (38).

5. The method of claim 1 wherein said data stream (38) is broadcast via an orbiting earth satellite (22)
15

6. The method of claim 1 wherein said data stream (38) is transmitted via a terrestrial network.

7. A device for analyzing a data stream comprising:

20 logic (68) for analyzing said digital packet stream according to a service information channel within said data
stream (38); and
an interface display (70) for showing results of said logic analysis.

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

8. The device of claim 14 wherein said data stream (38) is a digital multiplexed packet stream.

9. The device of claim 14 wherein said logic analysis includes verifying the data rate of said data stream (38).

10. The device of claim .14 wherein said logic (63) comprises a signal processor.
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FIG. 6
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